In choanoflagellates, the closest living relatives of animals, multicellular "rosette" 2 development is regulated by environmental bacteria. The simplicity of this evolutionarily-3 relevant interaction provides an opportunity to identify the molecules and regulatory 4 logic underpinning bacterial regulation of development. We find that the rosette-inducing 5 bacterium Algoriphagus machipongonensis produces three structurally divergent 6 classes of bioactive lipids that, together, activate, enhance, and inhibit rosette 7 development in the choanoflagellate S. rosetta. One class of molecules, the 8 lysophosphatidylethanolamines (LPEs), elicits no response on its own, but synergizes 9 with activating sulfonolipid rosette inducing factors (RIFs) to recapitulate the full 10 bioactivity of live Algoriphagus. LPEs, while ubiquitous in bacteria and eukaryotes, have 11 not previously been implicated in the regulation of a host-microbe interaction. This study 12 reveals that multiple bacterially-produced lipids converge to activate, enhance, and 13 inhibit multicellular development in a choanoflagellate. biology. In this study we isolate and characterize bacterial molecules that regulate 23 multicellular development in the closest living relatives of animals, the choanoflagellate. 24
Introduction 29
The foundational event in animal origins, the transition to multicellularity (1) (2) (3) , 30 occurred in oceans filled with diverse bacteria (4-7). There is a growing appreciation 31 that specific bacteria direct diverse animal developmental processes, including light 32 organ development in the Hawaiian bobtail squid and immune system development and 33 maturation in organisms as diverse as cnidaria and mammals (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . However, the 34 multicellularity of animals and the complex communities of bacteria with which they 35 often interact hinder the complete characterization of many host-microbe dialogues. 36
Choanoflagellates, a group of microbial eukaryotes that are the closest living 37 relatives of animals (21) (22) (23) (24) , promise to help illuminate the mechanisms by which 38 bacteria influence animal development. As did cells in the first animals, 39
choanoflagellates use a distinctive collar of actin-filled microvilli surrounding a flow-40 generating apical flagellum to capture bacteria as prey (25) (26) (27) . Indeed, 41
choanoflagellate-like cells likely formed the basis for the evolution of animal epithelial 42 cells that today provide a selective barrier for mediating interactions with bacteria (27-43 29) . 44
In many choanoflagellates, including Salpingoeca rosetta, a developmental 45
program can be initiated such that single cells develop into multicellular "rosettes." 46 Importantly, rosette development does not occur through cell aggregation. Instead, as in 47 the development of an animal from a zygote, rosettes develop from a single founding 48 cell that undergoes serial rounds of oriented cell division, with the sister cells remaining 49 stably adherent (Fig. 1) . The orientation of the nascently divided cells around a central 50 focus, the production of extracellular matrix, and the activity of a C-type lectin called 51
Rosetteless, ultimately result in the formation of spherical, multicellular rosettes (30) (31) (32) . 52
Rosettes resemble morula stage embryos and the transition to multicellularity in S. 53 rosetta evokes ancestral events that spawned the first animals (26, 27, 33) . 54 The initiation of rosette development was recently found to be induced by a co-55 isolated environmental bacterium, Algoriphagus machipongonensis (phylum 56
Bacteroidetes; 34, 35) . The ecological relevance of the Algoriphagus -S. rosetta 57 interaction is evidenced by the co-existence of these organisms in nature (35) , and the 58 predator-prey relationship between choanoflagellates and bacteria (25, 36) . Indeed, 59
rosettes likely have a fitness advantage over single cells in some environments, as 60 multicellular choanoflagellates are predicted to produce increased flux of water past 61 each cell (37) , and prey capture studies reveal that rosettes collect more bacterial 62 prey/cell/unit time than do single cells (38) . However, in other environments, rosette 63 development would likely reduce fitness as rosettes have reduced motility relative to 64 single cells. Therefore, we hypothesize that choanoflagellates utilize bacterially-65 produced molecules to identify environments in which rosette development might 66 provide a fitness advantage. 67
The simplicity of the interaction between S. rosetta and A. machipongonensis 68 (hereafter, 'Algoriphagus'), in which both members can be cultured together or 69 independently, offers a biochemically tractable model for investigating the molecular 70 bases of bacterial-eukaryotic interactions. Using rosette development as a bioassay, the 71 first rosette-inducing molecule, Rosette Inducing Factor-1 (RIF-1), was isolated from 72
Algoriphagus. The observation that RIF-1 fails to fully recapitulate the bioactivity of the 73 live bacterium ( Figs. 2A and C) , raises the possibility that additional molecules might be 74 required (35) . To gain a more complete understanding of the molecules and regulatory 75 logic by which bacteria regulate rosette development, we set out to identify the minimal 76 suite of Algoriphagus molecules that are necessary and sufficient to regulate S. rosetta 77 rosette development. 78
79

Results
80
A newly identified sulfonolipid activates the rosette development pathway 81
To identify the minimal set of Algoriphagus molecules required for full rosette 82 induction, we used a bioassay based on a co-culture of S. rosetta with the non-rosette 83 inducing prey bacterium Echinocola pacifica (see SI Materials and Methods). This 84 culture, called 'SrEpac' (for S. rosetta + E. pacifica; 39), reproducibly yields high 85 percentages of cells in rosettes (>80%) in response to live Algoriphagus, Algoriphagus 86 outer membrane vesicles (OMVs; see SI Text) isolated from conditioned medium, and 87
Algoriphagus bulk lipid extracts ( Fig. 2A ; SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). In addition, incubation of 88 SrEpac with the only previously known Rosette Inducing Factor, the sulfonolipid RIF-1, 89 results in low but reproducible levels of rosette development (~1.5% of cells in rosettes; 90 Fig. 2C ), consistent with previous results using a different S. rosetta culture (35) . 91
Because Algoriphagus bulk lipid extracts elicit the same rosette development 92 response as live bacteria ( Fig. 2A) , we began by fractionating a bulk extraction of 93
Algoriphagus lipids by reversed-phase high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) 94 and testing the resulting 15 lipid fractions in SrEpac (see SI Materials and Methods). 95
Only fraction 11 was sufficient to induce rosette development, whereas all other lipid 96 fractions lacked rosette-inducing activity at all concentrations tested (Fig. 2B) . To further 97 separate and isolate the active molecules in fraction 11, we performed a subsequent 98 round of reversed-phase HPLC and tested the resulting sub-fractions for activity in 99
SrEpac. The rosette-inducing activity tracked with one sub-fraction (hereafter, "RIF mix") 100 that induced rosette development in 23.5% of cells ( Fig. 2C; SI Appendix, Fig. S2 a largely uncharacterized class of molecules that are structurally similar to sphingolipids, 106 a diverse group of molecules based on sphingoid bases that play structural roles in cell 107 membranes and important non-structural roles in signal transduction (40) . Although 108 sulfonolipids have been reported to contribute to the gliding motility of Bacteroidetes 109 bacteria (41, 42) , almost nothing is known regarding their potential roles as signaling 110
molecules. 111
Additional activity-guided fractionation by HPLC allowed us to isolate pure 112 samples of RIF-1 (35, 43) and of the 605 Da sulfonolipid. Purified RIF-1 induced 113 maximal (~1.5%) rosette development at femtomolar to nanomolar concentrations (Fig.  114 2C, inset). In contrast, the purified 605 Da sulfonolipid (hereafter "RIF-2") elicited 7-fold 115 higher levels of rosette development (10.5% of cells in rosettes; Fig. 2C ) than RIF-1, 116 although at micromolar concentrations. The planar structure of RIF-2 ( Fig. 3A) was 117 determined by one and two-dimensional NMR (see SI Appendix Table S1 
Lipid cofactors inhibit and enhance RIF activity 140
To identify potential cofactors of the RIFs, we mixed each of the 15 Algoriphagus 141 lipid fractions in pairwise combinations and tested the mixtures at several 142 concentrations in SrEpac ( Fig. 2B ; SI Appendix, Materials and Methods). We observed 143 two types of cofactor activity: enhancing activity in fraction 7 and, unexpectedly, 144 inhibitory activity in fractions 4 and 5. Importantly, the activities of these cofactor-145 containing fractions were only evident when tested in combination with fraction 11, 146 which contained both RIF-1 and RIF-2. 147
The inhibitory activity observed in fractions 4 and 5 is the first example of a 148 compound(s) -either isolated from Algoriphagus or commercially available -that 149 specifically reduces levels of rosette development at concentrations that do not 150 otherwise inhibit growth (SI Appendix, Table S2 ). Therefore, we used bioactivity-guided 151 fractionation in the presence of RIF-2 to determine the molecular basis for inhibition. As this class of molecules is well known, literature precedence allowed us to 176 confirm the core LPE structure by NMR and tandem mass spectrometry ( Fig. 4A ; SI 177 Appendix, Figs. S20-27). We performed an olefin metathesis on the most active LPE 178 fractions (45) to determine that the major species present (in both LPE 451 and LPE 179 465) contains a double bond between carbons 9 and 10, which is common for fatty acid 180 chains of this length (SI Appendix, Fig. S28 ). Due to the difficulties associated with 181 purifying these types of molecules, we were unable to completely exclude other LPE 182 isoforms (which can differ in double bond location or position on the glycerol backbone); 183 however, multiple iterations of bioassay-guided fractionation consistently yielded a 184 fraction from the purification process (hereafter, the "LPE mix") in which 98% of the 185 fraction was composed of LPEs 465 and 451, with the remaining 2% of the sub-fraction 186 containing trace amounts of other structurally related LPE analogs. Importantly, no 187 commercially available LPEs tested in combination with the RIF mix either activated or 188 enhanced rosette development (SI Appendix, Table S2 ). Therefore, we infer that LPE 189 451, LPE 465, or both, are responsible for the synergistic RIF-enhancing activity of the 190 LPE mix. Furthermore, as with the RIFs (43) and IOR-1 (44) (47, 49) . Furthermore, maximal levels of rosette development elicited by the RIF mix + the LPE 205 mix matched those induced by the Algoriphagus lipid extract ( Fig. 2A; Fig. 4B ). 206
Finally, we observed that LPEs also influence RIF potency. In bioassays in which 207 the concentration of the LPE mix was held stable at 2 μM and the RIF mix or RIF-2 was 208 titrated, the sensitivity of S. rosetta to the RIFs increased such that 25-fold less RIF mix 209 and 3-fold less RIF-2 was required to achieve half-maximal induction (Fig. 4B) . These 210 results reveal that the rosette inducing activity of Algoriphagus can be largely 211 
LPE mix resulted in elevated percentages of cells in rosettes, we hypothesized that 232
LPEs might promote rosette stability and therefore protect larger rosettes when exposed 233 to shear. Indeed, the median cell number (7 cells/rosette) and size frequency 234 distribution of SrEpac induced by RIF-2 + LPE mix was statistically indistinguishable 235 from OMV-induced cultures (Fig. 5A) . 236
The hypothesis that RIF-2 induced rosettes exhibit less structural integrity than 237 rosettes induced by either OMVs or RIF-2 + LPEs was supported by observations made 238 using high-resolution microscopy (Figs. 5B-E) . Cells in OMV-induced rosettes were 239 tightly packed and properly localized a specific marker of rosette development, the C-240 type lectin protein Rosetteless (32) , to the extracellular matrix-rich center of the rosette 241 (Fig. 5B) . While 4-celled rosettes induced by RIF-2 alone showed close cell packing, 242 cells in all larger rosettes induced by RIF-2 (e.g. those with 5-7 cells/rosette) were 243 spaced farther apart than those in OMV-induced rosettes of equivalent size (Fig. 5D) . 244
Despite a 'loose' morphology, RIF-2-induced rosettes secreted Rosetteless protein, 245 demonstrating that they had properly initiated rosette development. Importantly, 246 induction with RIF-2 + the LPE mix restored a robust rosette morphology, with the cells 247 tightly packed together, phenocopying OMV-induced rosettes. Thus, although RIFs 248 alone are sufficient to initiate rosette development, LPEs promote structural stability 249 during rosette development, and thereby facilitate rosette maturation (Fig. 6) . 250
251
Discussion 252
Animals rely on bacteria for everything from proper metabolism to the stimulation 253 of immune system development to the regulation of gut morphogenesis (19, 50) . 254
Bacterial cues even direct major life history transitions in animals, with many marine 255 invertebrates producing motile larvae that will not settle and undergo morphogenesis 256 until they encounter the appropriate environmental bacteria (51) . In one of the most 257 dramatic examples of cross-talk between bacteria and an animal, Vibrio fischeri bacteria 258 are recruited into crypts in the juvenile Hawaiian bobtail squid, where the bacteria then 259 trigger post-embryonic morphogenesis of the "light organ" (20) . The widespread 260 phylogenetic distribution of bacterially-regulated developmental processes in animals 261
suggests that such interactions may have been pivotal during the origin and early 262 evolution of animals (19, 52) . 263
As the number of animal developmental processes influenced by bacteria grows, 264 detailed molecular characterization of the relevant bacterially-produced cues promises 265 to reveal the regulatory logic underlying host-microbe interactions. Through the study of 266 rosette development in a close relative of animals, S. rosetta, we have found three 267 classes of structurally distinct lipids produced by Algoriphagus that are interpreted by S. 268 rosetta as activators, synergistic enhancers, and inhibitors of development (Fig. 6) . We hypothesize that the reliance of S. rosetta on multiple inputs from 278
Algoriphagus prevents the developmental switch to rosette development under 279 suboptimal conditions. The commitment to rosette development requires a trade-off; 280 rosette development is a lengthy process and while rosettes are potentially more 281 efficient than single cells in the capture of planktonic bacteria, they are poor swimmers 282 (53) and therefore likely to be less effective at dispersal and escape from certain 283 predators (e.g. amoebae). Moreover, the aquatic world in which choanoflagellates live is 284 patchy (54), with the diversity and density of bacteria dramatically varying between local 285 microenvironments. In animals, the integration of multiple signals is fundamental to the 286 robustness of many developmental decisions, including the establishment of the body 287 axis during early embryogenesis (55) (56) (57) (58) , and the progressive specification of cell fates 288 (59-61). Likewise, the multi-input regulatory module that controls S. rosetta 289 development may act to ensure that rosette development is not initiated under the 290 wrong environmental conditions or in response to the wrong bacterial cues. 291
The integration of multiple bacterial inputs is also essential for proper animal 292 development in two well-studied host-microbe models. In the Hawaiian bobtail squid, 293 two molecules (LPS and TCT) produced by Vibrio fischeri act synergistically to trigger 294 light organ maturation (10) , and in mice, several bacterial cell wall molecules (LPS, 295 PGN, and polysaccharide A) together shape the development of the immune system of 296 the gut (12, 13, 62) . The finding that rosette development in S. rosetta requires the 297 integration of a network of bacterial lipids extends this phenomenon to the closest living 298 relatives of animals. Ultimately, as the molecular underpinnings of more host-microbe 299 interactions are fully elucidated, the mechanisms by which bacteria influence their 300 animal hosts may be found to be as intricate and complex as those regulating animal 301 development, with microbial communities providing cocktails of activating, enhancing, 302 and inhibitory cues. Algoriphagus also produces the inhibitory molecule IOR-1, which inhibits the rosetteinducing activity of RIFs (44) . Importantly, when S. rosetta is exposed simultaneously to RIFs and the synergistic LPEs, mature rosettes develop even in the presence of IOR-1. 
